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By the work of Rosenstiehl we know that the firing squad synchronization problem for 
the class of all polyautomata networks N satisfying the following conditions has a solution: 
(1) N is connected, (2) the connections of N are bilateral (that is, each connection carries 
information in both directions). We show that the problem has a solution even if we delete 
condition (2) if we add the following conditions: (3) the “fan-out” of each output terminal 
of automata is at most one, (4) for each output terminal of an automaton, the automaton 
knows whether there is a connection from the output terminal or not. The firing time of our 
solution is at most (2a2 + 1)” for sufficiently large n (n is the number of finite automata 
in the given network and a is the number of output terminals of the component finite 
automaton). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we construct a solution of the firing squad synchronization problem 
(fssp for short) for one class of polyautomata networks. 
A polyautomata network with at most one fan-out, or simply a network, is composed of 
finite automata (fa for short) A ( more precisely, copies of a same finite automaton A) 
and connections between them. The connections must satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) each connection connects an output terminal of an fa to an input terminal of 
an fa; 
(2) for each input terminal there is at most one connection to it; 
(3) for each output terminal there is at most one connection from it; 
(4) for each pair p, p’ of different fa’s there is a (directed) path of connections from 
p to p’ (the strong connectivity of the network). 
One special fa is designated as the “general” of the network. Figure 1 shows an example of 
networks. 
An fa has a fixed number of input terminals and a fixed number of output terminals. 
The number of its states is finite. The state of A at time t + 1 is completely determined 
by the following information: . 
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(1) for each input terminal, whether there is a connection to it (a nonopen input 
terminal) or not (an open input terminal); 
(2) for each output terminal, whether there is a connection from it (a nonopen 
output terminal) or not (an open output terminal); 
(3) the state of A at time t; 
(4) the values of the nonopen input terminals at time t. At any time the value of the 
jth output terminal of A is the pair ( j, s) of the output terminal numberj and the state s of 
A at the time. Three different states are designated as the quiescent state, the “ge)2e~uE” 
state, and theBring state of the fa. If at a time t the state of A is the quiescent state s, and 
the value of each of its nonopen input terminals is of the form ( j, s,J, the state of A at 
time t + 1 must be again the quiescent state s, . 
FIG. 1. An example of networks. 
Let N be a network that is composed of fa’s A. At time 0 the state of an fap of N is the 
“general” state or the quiescent state according to whether p is the “general” or not. Then 
for each time t and each fap of N the state ofp at time t is naturally defined. We say that 
an fa p of NJires at a time t if the state of p at a time t’ is the firing state or not according 
to whether t’ = t or t’ < t. We say that N$tires at a time t if all the fa’s of N fire at the 
time t. 
The problem to find an fa A such that any network N composed of the fa’s A fires at a 
time t, is called the fssp for polyautomata networks with at most one fan-out, or simply the 
fssp. Such an fa A is called a solution of the fssp and the time t, is called thefiting time 
of the solution A for the network N. In the following sections we show how to construct a 
solution of the fssp. Strictly speaking the fssp has two parameters, the number of input 
terminals and the number of output terminals of fa’s. The structures of solutions may 
depend on these parameters. 
A network is called a bilateral network if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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(1) the number of input terminals of fa’s is the same as the number of output 
terminals; 
(2) if there is a connection from the jth output terminal of an fap to thej’th input 
terminal of an fa p’, there is a connection from the j’th output terminal of p’ to the jth 
input terminal of p. 
We can naturally define the fssp for bilateral networks. 
The existence of solutions of the fssp for bilateral networks was shown by Rosenstiehl 
and others [I, 21. The firing times of their solutions were proportional to the number of 
fa’s in the given network. In [3] Romani improved the Rosenstiehl’s solutions and obtained 
a solution whose firing time is shorter for some special bilateral networks. However, the 
firing time of his solution is essentially proportional to the number of fa’s for many 
bilateral networks. 
Using a very ingenious idea Nishitani constructed a solution whose firing time is about 
3r where Y is the radius of the network (the radius of a network is max{min{length of IC / u 
is a path of connections from the “general” top} 1 p is an fa of the network}) [4, 51. In the 
present paper we show that his idea works for our fssp too. In Section 2 we briefly explain 
his idea and in the following sections we explain how we can construct a solution of the 
fssp using the idea. 
2. NISHITANI’S IDEA 
We introduce three more variations of fssp. Networks of the forms shown in Figs. 2(a), 
(b) and (c) are called bilateral lines, bilateral rings, and unilateral rings, respectively. We 
can naturally define the fssp for bilateral lines, the fssp for bilateral rings, and the fssp for 
unilateral rings. 
The fssp for bilateral lines is the original fssp [6]. Its solution is well known (for 
example, [7, 81). By properly modifying a solution & of the fssp for bilateral lines we 
can easily construct a solution &r of the fssp for bilateral rings. 
We can construct a solution & of the fssp for unilateral rings using the following idea 
[9]. Let n be the length of the given unilateral ring and let p, ,..., p, be the fa’s in it 
(p, is the “general”; see Fig. 2(c)). We consider the bilateral ring of the same length n. Let 
or ,,.., qn be the fa’s in it (qr is the “general”; see Fig. 2(b)). We can easily simulate 
the state of qi at time t by the state of P,+~ at time 2t (the addition i + t in P,+~ is the 
addition modulus n). If all of q1 ,..., & are copies of &r , then all of them will fire at a 
same time t,, and consequently all of p, , . .., p, will fire at the same time 2t,, . For more 
details, see [lo], [4], or [5]. 
The idea used to construct a solution of the fssp for bilateral networks in [1] is to 
construct a bilateral line covering all the fa’s of the given bilateral network and simulate 
the behavior of the line supposing that each node of the line is the fa &,r . In [2] bilateral 
rings and the corresponding solution & are used instead of bilateral lines and & . 
Now we can explain Nishitani’s idea for constructing a solution of the fssp for bilateral 
networks. Let us consider a directed graph G as is shown in Fig. 3. This graph G is a 
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s+ ::: z 
“general” (a) 
(b) 
Lpp+ ::: zgY$jl Pl 
“general” (cl 
FIG. 2. A bilateral line, a bilateral ring and a unilateral ring. 
FIG. 3. Nishitani’s graph. 
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directed tree except that there is one loop from the root to the root. Moreover for each 
leaf node of G the length of the path from the root to the leaf node is less than the length 
of the loop. Suppose that each node of G is the fa A uT, each edge is a connection between 
these fa’s, and that the fa at the root plays the role of the “general.” Then we can easily 
prove that all the fa’s A,, of the graph G will fire at a same time. Nishitani showed that the 
fa’s of the given bilateral network can construct such a graph G covering all the fa’s of the 
network and that they can simulate the above-mentioned behavior of the graph G. In 
this way he could construct a solution of the fssp for bilateral networks having very short 
firing time. 
Finally we consider our fssp, the fssp for polyautomata networks with at most one fan- 
out. The most natural variation of the Rosenstiehl’s idea to our fssp would be to construct 
a unilateral ring covering all the fa’s of the given network and simulate the behavior of the 
ring supposing that each node of the ring is the fa AUr . However, this idea does not work. 
Consider the network of Fig. 4 consisting of 3% - 1 fa’s. In this network any unilateral 
ring passing through all the fa’s passes through the “general” at least 71 times. Therefore, 
the “general” must simulate the behavior of at least n copies of A,, . However, the value 
71 may be arbitrarily large. Hence the simulation cannot be carried out by finite automata. 
In the following sections we show that Nishitani’s idea works for our fssp. 
FIG. 4. A network for which a natural variation of Rosenstiehl’s idea fails. 
3. BASIC NOTIONS 
We use the letters? and q (with prime symbols or subscripts) to denote fa’s of networks 
and the letters e andf (with prime symbols or subscripts) to denote connections of net- 
works. 
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When e is a connection from p to p’, by origin(e) and terminal(e) we denote these fa’s 
P and P’, respectively. A sequence u = eies ... e, of connections (n >/ 1) such that 
terminal(eJ = origin(ei+i) (1 < i < n) is called a path. The length of u is n. By origin(u) 
and terminal(u) we denote the fa’s origin(e,) and terminal(e,), respectively. By nodes(u), 
nodes,(u), nodes,(u), and nodes,,(u) we denote the sequences of fa’s $,p, .‘. p,-&, , 
POP1 ... Pn-1 > Pl ... Pn-1 Pn 7 and pl -“P+~, respectively, where p, = origin(e,), pi = 
terminal(e,) (1 < i < n) (o and t are abbreviations of “origin” and “terminal,” respec- 
tively). For each fa p, a symbol /l, is also a path. Intuitively it is the empty sequence of 
connections from p to p. The length of /l, is 0. Both origin(rl,) and terminal(fl,) denote 
p. By nodes(n,), nodes,(/l,), and nodes&l,) we denote the sequence consisting of p, the 
empty sequence, and the empty sequence, respectively. The expression nodesot (A,) is 
undefined. When p is understood we write A instead of A, . When u is a path and p = 
origin(u) and p’ = terminal(u) we say that u is a path from p top’. We denote the length of 
u by 1 u I. We use the letters u, v, w, x, y, and z (with prime symbols or subscripts) to 
denote paths. 
When u and v are paths such that terminal(u) = origin(v) their concatenation WV is 
also a path (each II, is regarded as the empty sequence). If there is w such that u = z’w, 
we say that v is a head of u and u is an extension of v. Moreover, if w # A we say that ‘11 
is a proper head of u and u is a proper extension of v. 
We call a path u a repetition-free path if either u = /l or u is of the form e1e2 ... e,, 
(n 3 1) and all the fa’s origin(e,),..., origin(e,) are different. We abbreviate repetition-free 
path from the “general” to rfpg. A repetition-free path u = eies *.. e, (n 3 1) is called a 
self-touching path if there is an i (1 < i < n) such that origin(ei) = terminal(e,). In this 
case we call the paths e, ... eiPl (or /I if i = 1) and ei ... e, the nonloop part and the loop 
part of u, respectively, and we call the fa origin(e,) (= terminal(e,)) the self-touching fu 
of u. We abbreviate self-touching path from the “general” to stpg. 
For two rfpg’s u and v, we write u <rex v (lex is an abbreviation of “lexicographical”) 
if either v is an extension of u or there are w, w1 , wa , e, , and e2 such that u = werwi , 
‘z’ = weawa , and the output terminal number of e, is smaller than the output terminal 
number of es . When u <lex v and u # v we write u <iex v. The relation i-iex is a total 
ordering in the set of rfpg’s. 
Let e be a connection. We say that e is the last connection from p (p = origin(e)) if there 
is no connection from p whose output terminal number is larger than that of e. If e is not 
the last connection from p, there is at least one connection e’ from p whose output terminal 
number is larger than that of e. By the next connection of e from p we mean the one among 
these e’ having the smallest output terminal number. 
Let u be an rfpg. We define the restart fa and the restart path of u in the following way. 
If u = fl, then the restart fa and the restart path of u are undefined. Suppose that 
u = e, ... e, (n > 1). If ed is the last connection from origin(e,) for all i (1 < i 5: n) the 
restart fa and the restart path of u are undefined. Otherwise let i,, be the largest of i such 
that ei is not the last connection from origin(e,) and let e’ be the next connection of eiO from 
origin(e,,). Then origin(e,,) is the restart fa of u and e, ... eiO-,e’ is the restart path of u. 
Let u be an rfpg and let X be the set {v j v is an rfpg, u <lex v, v is not an extension of 
u>. Then X is nonempty if and only if the restart path of u is defined, and if X is non- 
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empty, the restart path of u is the smallest element of X with respect to <lex . Moreover, 
if u is an stpg, then X is simply the set of all the rfpg’s larger than u. Therefore, in this 
case u is not the largest rfpg if and only if the restart path of u is defined, and if u is not the 
largest rfpg, then the restart path of u is the rfpg that follows U. 
In the network shown in Fig. 1 there are 33 rfpg’s. Let U, , Ua ,..., U, be these 
rfpg’s arranged in the ascending order with respect to <lex . For example, U, = /lPl , 
Ua = El , U, = E1E2 ,..., and U,, = E,EzoEz, . The diagram in Fig. 5 shows these 
rfpg’s and the relation <lex among them. In this diagram each circle represents an fa and 
each arrow represents a connection of the network. More than one circle may represent a 
same fa and more than one arrow may represent a same connection. An rfpg is a conse- 
cutive sequence of arrows starting at the leftmost circle containing PI . The names Vi of 
rfpg’s are written under the rightmost circles of the corresponding sequences. For two 
rfpg’s u, u’, u <kx u’ if and only if the sequence corresponding to u’ in the diagram is an 
extension of or is lower than that corresponding to u. For example E1E2E3 (= U,) <lex 
&%%WII ( = UI,> and E1E2Es (= U,) <lex E,E,E,, ( =U3J. There are 13 stpg’s 
us , u,, UI, ,*a-, U,, . The nonloop part, the loop part, and the self-touching fa of U,, 
are E1E2E3E4Es , EBElo , and P, , respectively. The restart fa and the restart path of VI5 
are P3 and U,, , respectively. The restart fa’s and the restart paths of Vi , 77, , U,, . and 
U,, are all undefined. 
u29 
FIG. 5. A diagram showing rfpg’s and the relation <lex among them. 
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4. THE OWRALL BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTION 
In explaining the behavior of our solution we use the following model of networks. 
Each fa has a finite number of registers. The set of values each register may have is finite. 
Moreover each network has one finite automaton that is called the traveling automaton 
(ta for short) of the network. The ta moves through the network along the connections 
from an fa of the network to another. If e is a connection from p to p’, theta can move 
from p to p’ along e (but not from p’ to p). Wh en the ta is at an fa p it can read the 
values of the registers of p to determine its behavior. Moreover, it can change the 
values. It will not be difficult to translate a definition of an fa using registers and the ta 
into a more formal definition that does not use them. 
Sometimes a register having 0 and 1 as its value is used to represent existence or 
nonexistence of a special mark at an fa. In this case we say “set the mark at the fa (delete 
the mark at the fa)” instead of saying “set I (or 0) to the register of the fa.” 
One special register rpath is used to represent an rfpg u in the network in the following 
way (we use identifiers beginning with r as names of registers). If u = fl, then we set 0 
to the register rpath of all the fa’s of the network. If u = elel ... e, (1 < n), we set the 
output terminal number of ei to rpath of the fa origin(e,) (1 < i < n) and set 0 to rpath of 
all other fa’s (including the fa terminal(e,) if u is not an stpg). For example, consider the 
network of Fig. 1. If we want to represent E,E,E,E,, by the register rpath, we set 1 to 
t-path of PI , P, , P3 , 2 to rpath of P4 , and 0 to rpath of all other fa’s. If we want to 
represent E1E2J21 , we set 1 to rpath of PI , 2 to rpath of Pz , Pls , and 0 to rpath of all 
other fa’s. 
For an rfpg u we say that the ta is in the configuration of u if the register rpath represents 
u and the ta is at the fa terminal(u). Note that if the ta is in the configuration of an rfpg, 
the ta can determine whether the rfpg is an stpg or not simply by seeing whether the value 
of the register rpath of the present fa (the fa at which the ta is now) is positive or 
zero. 
Let ue be an rfpg. When the ta is in the configuration of u and later it enters in the 
configuration of ue, we say that the ta proceeds to the fa p (p = terminal(e)) along the 
connection e, or simply it proceeds top. When the ta is in the configuration of ue and later 
it enters in the configuration of u, we say that the ta regresses. The ta can easily proceed. 
But it is not obvious that the ta can regress. In the present section we explain the overall 
behavior of the solution supposing that the ta can freely regress. In the following section 
we explain how the ta can regress. 
Our solution performs four computations. We explain them one by one. 
The first computation starts at time 0. Two special registers rset and rentrance of fa’s 
are used for the first computation. At time 0 the value of the register rset of an fa is 1 or 0 
according to whether the fa is the “general” or not. Let p be an fa and let e, ,..., e, be all 
the connections to p arranged in the ascending order with respect to input terminal 
numbers. Let pi be the fa such that ei is a connection from pi top. Let x, x, ,,.., x, be the 
values of rset of p, p, ,..., p, at time t, respectively, and let x’ be the value of rset of p at 
time t + 1. Then I’ is determined from x, xi ,..., x, in the following way. If x is 1, then 
x’ is 1. If all of x, x1 ,..., x, are 0, then x’ is 0. If x is 0 and at least one of x, ,..., xrl is 1, 
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then X’ is 1. In the last case at time t + 1 the input terminal number of eiO is set to the 
register rentrance of p, where &, is the smallest i such that xi is 1. 
It is clear that for any fap other than the “general” there is exactly one connection e 
entering p such that the input terminal number of e is set to rentrance ofp at SOme time. 
We call such connections the connections selected in the first computation, or simply the 
selected connections. The selected connections form a tree having the “general” as the root 
and covering all the fa’s of the network. We call an rfpg a selected rfpg if all the connections 
in it are selected. In Figure 1 we draw the selected connections in bold lines (E1 , ~~ ,..., 
Es , 4 ,..., E,,). In the diagram of Figure 5 we draw the selected rfpg’s in bold lines 
(Ul , u, !‘.., u, Y 4 > uu 7 Uli,, ,-**, Us,). 
The second computation also starts at time 0. Hence, the first and the second computa- 
tions are executed in parallel. The goal of the second computation is to represent one of the 
longest selected rfpg’s by a register. 
We explain the second computation by explaining the behavior of the ta. We may 
suppose that when the ta arrives at an fa p other than the “general” the input terminal 
number of the selected connection entering p is already set to the register rentrance 
of p (in other words, the first computation is already completed at p). Let z1 , z’~ ,..., urn. 
be all the selected rfpg’s arranged in ascending order with respect to <lex . At time 0 the 
ta is in the configuration of u1 (==A). Moreover, if the ta is in the configuration of V? , the 
ta can decide whether e is a selected connection or not for each connection e from 
terminal(v,). (The ta proceeds to terminal(e) along e, sees whether the input terminal 
number of e is in the register rentrance, and regresses to terminal(etj) again.) Therefore 
the ta can enter in the configurations of z+ , oz ,..., v, in this order by the well-known 
technique of backtracking. 
Moreover if two selected rfpg’s u and u’ are represented by some registers, the ta can 
determine which of u and u’ is longer in the following way. The ta places two marks at the 
“general” and executes the following operation repeatedly until either the first mark 
reaches terminal(u) or the second mark reaches terminal (u’): the ta proceeds along u to the 
first mark, moves it by one connection along u, returns to the “general,” proceeds along u’ 
to the second mark, moves it by one connection along u’, and returns to the “general.” 
The ta can determine which of u and u’ is longer by observing which of the two marks 
reaches terminal(u) or terminal(u’) first. 
From the above considerations we see that the ta can set the values of a register so that 
the register represents one of the longest of the selected rfpg’s. When this is done the 
second computation terminates. Let w1 be the longest selected rfpg and let q1 be the fa 
termi&( In the network of Figure 1 there are three selected rfpg’s of length 6 
(U, , U,,, , U,,). The path w1 will be one of them. 
The third computation starts when the second computation terminates. In the third 
computation the ta searches for a repetition-free path from q1 to the “general” w2 = 
fifi ... f, (m > I), and sets the input terminal number of fi to a register of the fa 
terminal(fJ for each i, 1 < i < m. The ta can easily achieve this using the technique of 
backtracking. After this is done the ta goes to the “general” and the third computation 
terminates. 
Let G,, be the directed graph defined as follows. For each fap of the network there is 
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one node which we call theJirst node of p. Moreover for each p = terminal(fi) (1 < i < m) 
there is another node which we call the second node of p. For each selected connection e 
there is an edge from the first node of origin(e) to the first node of terminal(e). For each 
connectionfi (1 < i < m) there is an edge from the first node (in the case i = 1) or the 
second node (in the case i > 1) of origin(fJ to the first node (in the case i = m) or the 
second node (in the case i < m) of terminal(f& Th ese nodes and edges constitute the 
directed graph G, . This directed graph G,, satisfies all the conditions which we formulated 
for the directed graph G of Figure 3 (Nishitani’s graph) if we regard the first node of the 
“general” as the root. 
In Figure 6 we show the graph G, for the network of Figure 1. Here we are supposing 
that the second computation selected E1E2E3E4E5E6 as the rfpg wr and that the third 
computation selected E,El,E,zE,, as the repetition-free path z+ from qr (=P,) to the 
“general” (=PJ. We represent the fa’s of the network by large squares and the nodes of 
the graph G, by small black circles. The upper circle in an fa is the first node of the fa 
and the lower circle, if any, is the second node. 
FIG. 6. The graph G, for the network of Fig. I. 
The fourth computation starts when the third computation terminates. In the fourth 
computation the fa’s simulate the behavior of the graph G, supposing that each node is a 
copy of the solution A,, of the fssp for unilateral rings, each edge is a connection, and the 
root is the “general.” Then all the simulated A,, will fire at a same time. Therefore, all 
the fa’s of the network can fire at a same time. 
5. THE REGRESSION ALGORITHM 
Now we explain an algorithm of the ta which we call the regression algorithm. By 
executing this algorithm the ta can regress. 
The basic idea of the regression algorithm is as follows. Suppose that the ta is in the 
configuration of an rfpg ue and that it wants to regress. If ue is an stpg, the ta can easily 
enter in the configuration of u by moving through the loop part of ue repeatedly and 
changing the values of the register rpath of the fa’s in the loop part. Suppose that ue is not 
an stpg. Let icr , us ,..., u, be all the rfpg’s that are extensions of ue arranged in ascending 
order with respect to <rex . The ta enters in the configurations of u, , u2 ,... in this order. 
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To do so the ta must regress from time to time. In such cases the ta executes the regression 
algorithm recursively. Among these rfpg’s u1 ,..., u,, there must be an stpg whose self- 
touching fa is in nodes,(ue) (= nodes(u)) (this follows from the strong connectivity of the 
network). Let ufO be the first of such stpg’s in 111 ,..., u, . When the ta enters in the con- 
figuration of Ui, It can enter in the configuration of u by moving through the loop part ofuio 
repeatedly and changing the values of rpath of the fa’s in the loop part. Thus the ta can 
regress. 
The regression algorithm is a recursive algorithm. Usually stacks are used to control 
recursive calls. Here we use the network itself to record the information that is necessary 
to control recursive calls. For this purpose we use two marks, the “red mark” and the 
“black mark.” When an fa has a red mark (or a black mark) we call it a redfu (or a blackfa). 
We explain the details of the regression algorithm by an example. Suppose that in the 
network shown in Figure 1 the ta is in the configuration of U, = El and that it wants to 
regress (see Fig. 5). The ta tries to enter in the configurations of U, , Us ,..., Us , U, , 
U 10 ,**a in this order (all the rfpg’s that are extensions of U, arranged in ascending order 
with respect to S&J. First the ta places a red mark at the fa Pz . This means that the main 
goal is to regress from Pz . Then the ta enters in the configurations of U, , U, ,..., U, , 
proceeding along the connections E, , E3 ,,.., E, . 
When the ta enters in the configuration of U, it finds that it is in the configuration of an 
stpg and that the restart fa (P,) is in the loop part (E&,). Hence by moving through the 
loop part repeatedly and changing the values of the register rpath of the fa’s in the loop 
part theta can enter in the next configuration U, . In the same way the ta can enter in the 
configurations of U,, and U,, . 
However, when the ta enters in the configuration of U,, a new situation arises. It finds 
that it is in the configuration of an stpg(U,,) and that its loop part (E&J does not 
contain the restart fa (PJ. Hence the ta suspends the main goal “regress from P2” 
(represented by the red mark at PJ. It enters in the configuration of U, (this is possible) 
and tries to achieve a subgoal “regress from P, .” The ta places a black mark at P, to 
represent this subgoal. Then the ta tries to enter in the configurations of U, , U, , U, , 
U 9 9.e. and this is possible as explained above. When the ta enters in the configuration of 
the stpg U, it finds that its loop part E5E6E8 contains an fa P5 that is just before a black 
fa PG. Then the ta knows that it has achieved one subgoal. The ta deletes the black mark 
at P, and enters in the configuration of U,, . 
In this way the ta enters in the configurations of VI,, U,, ,... . From time to time new 
subgoals are generated and later achieved. These subgoals are represented by black 
marks. A subgoal may generate other subgoals. Hence it is possible that there is more than 
one black fa at the same time. The main goal is represented by a red mark. At any time 
there is at most one red fa. 
Finally the ta enters in the configuration of U,, . Its loop part EIEzE,s contains an 
fa PI that is just before a red fa P, . The ta finds that it has achieved the main goal. The 
ta deletes the red mark at Pz and enters in the configuration of U, . Thus the ta has 
successfully regressed. 
As a whole the red and black marks are placed and deleted in the following way. The 
marks are red in (1) and (14) and black in (2)-( 13). For example, “placed at P2 (77,)” in (1) 
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means that a (red) mark was placed at Pz by the ta in the configuration of Ua . (1) Placed at 
Pz (Us), (2) placed at P, (U,), (3) deleted at P, , (4) placed at P, (Ura), (5) deleted at P, , 
(6) placed at P, (UaJ, (7) deleted at P, , (8) placed at PI, ( Ur4), (9) deleted at PI,, (10) 
placed at P4 (U,), (11) placed at P, (UJ, (12) deleted at P, , (13) deleted at P4 , (14) 
deleted at Pz . 
Now we formally define the regression algorithm. 
(Step 1) The ta supposes that it is in the configuration of an rfpg u and determines 
whether u is an stpg or not. If u is an stpg, then the ta enters in the configuration of u’ 
where u’ is the path such that u = u’e for a connection e, and the regression algorithm 
terminates. If u is not an stpg, the ta places a red mark at the present fa and goes to step 2. 
(Step 2) The ta supposes that it is in the configuration of an rfpg u and determines 
which of case l-7 holds true and performs the corresponding action. The meanings of the 
letters vi , vz , p, p’, and v; are as follows: 
v1 (case 2-case 6) ... the nonloop part of u; 
v2 (case 2Lcase 6) *** the loop part of u; 
p (case 2-case 6) ... the self-touching fa of u; 
p’ (case 4-case 6) a** the red or black fa in nodes,,(v,); 
vk (case 4-case 6) *a* the head of va such that terminal(vk) = p’. 
(Case 1) u is not an stpg. The corresponding action: the ta enters in the configuration 
of ue, where e is the connection from terminal(u) having the smallest output terminal 
number, and goes to step 2. 
(Case 2) u is an stpg, nodes&v,) contains neither a red fa nor a black fa, and nodes,(v,) 
contains the restart fa of u. The corresponding action: the ta enters in the configuration 
of the restart path of u and goes to step 2. 
(Case 3) u is an stpg, nodes(v,) contains neither a red fa nor a black fa, and nodes,(v,) 
does not contain the restart fa of u. The corresponding action: the ta places a black mark 
at p, enters in the configuration of vi , and goes to step 2. 
(Case 4) u is an stpg, nodes,,(v,) contains one black fa and no red fa, and nodes,(v;l) 
contains the restart fa of v,vB . The corresponding action: the ta deletes the black mark 
at p’, enters in the configuration of the restart path of vrvi , and goes to step 2. 
(Case 5) u is an stpg, nodes,,(v,) contains one black fa and no red fa, p is neither 
black nor red, and nodes,(vi) does not contain the restart fa of v,vL . The corresponding 
action: the ta deletes the black mark at p’, places a black mark at p, enters in the con- 
figuration of vi , and goes to step 2. 
(Case 6) u is an stpg, nodes&v,) contains one red fa and no black fa, and p is neither 
black nor red. The corresponding action: the ta deletes the red mark at p’, enters in the 
configuration of viz);, where v’;: is the head of vi such that vi = zce for a connection e. 
The regression algorithm terminates. 
(Case 7) Otherwise. This case does not happen. 
571/17/3-3 
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In Figure 7 we show the forms of the rfpg’s in which the ta is before and after the 
actions specified in case l-6 of step 2. Each circle represents an fa and each arrow 
represents a connection. In case 2-6 the two circles with * are the same fa (the self- 
touching fa). 
case 6 
0 neither red nor black 
0 red but not black 
l black but not red 
@ no restriction on color 
9 restart fa 
* self-touching fa 
FIG. 7. Change of configurations in step 2. 
In the above definition of the regression algorithm we specified what the ta should do 
but we did not explain how the ta can perform it. We take step 1 as an example and explain 
how the ta can perform it. 
At the beginning of step 1 the ta must determine whether u is an stpg or not. The ta can 
determine it by seeing whether the value of the register rpath of the present fa is positive 
or zero. 
Suppose that u was an stpg. In this case the ta must enter in the configuration of U’ 
where u’ is the path such that u = de for a connection e. The ta uses two working marks 
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for this purpose. Let ~a and p be the loop part and the self-touching fa of II, respectively, 
and let p’ be the fa terminal(u’) (see Fig. 8). The ta places the first working mark at the 
present fa (the self-touching fa p). This working mark is later used to locate the self- 
touching fa p. Next the ta places the second working mark at the present fa p, proceeds 
to the next fa along the loop part za , and sees whether it arrived at p (the fa with the 
first working mark) or not. If not, the ta proceeds along oa to the fa having the second 
working mark, deletes the second working mark, proceeds to the next fa along z1a , places 
the second working mark, proceeds to the next fa along wg , and sees whether it arrived 
at p. In this way the ta moves the second working mark through au2 starting at p until the 
second working mark arrives at the fap’ that is immediately before p. After this the ta 
proceeds to p along T+, deletes the first working mark, proceeds to p’ along v2 , deletes 
the second working mark, and set 0 to the register rpath ofp’. Then the ta is in the configu- 
ration of 24’. 
FIG. 8. The configuration in step 1. 
If u was not an stpg, then the ta simply places a red mark at the present fa and goes to 
step 2. 
This completes the explanation of how the ta can perform step 1. Step 2 needs more 
complex operations. But all of them can be realized by the use of working marks exempli- 
fied above. Hence we will not explain them. 
6. ANALYSIS OF FIRING TIME 
We show that the firing time of our solution is at most (2aa + l)‘, for all sufficiently 
large n. Here, and throughout the present section, n denotes the number of fa’s in the 
given network and a denotes the number of output terminals of the component fa. 
The behavior of the solution is divided into four computations. But the first computa- 
tion and the second computation are performed in parallel, and moreover the first com- 
putation terminates before the second computation. Hence, the analysis of the first 
computation is not necessary. 
The behavior of the solution during the second and third computations was explained 
by specifying how the ta moves. We may suppose that at any time the ta moves from one 
fa to another (that is, the ta never remains at a same fa more than one consecutive time). 
Thus the time of the second and third computations is the length of the path determined 
by the move of the ta during these computations. 
First we analyze the execution time of the regression algorithm. Suppose that a network 
consisting of 11 fa’s has been given and fixed. We define the rank of an rfpg u as max(\ z 1 j v 
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is a path such that uv is an rfpg}. We denote the rank of u by rank(u). It is evident that (I) 
ran&4 dn- Iul, (2) rank(uv) < rank(u) - ( v I, and (3) u is an stpg if and only if 
rank(u) = 0. For K > 0 let p(k) d enote the maximum execution time of the regression 
algorithm called to regress from the configuration of an rfpg u, where u ranges over ail 
rfpg’s of rank K. 
TO estimate p(O) suppose that u is an rfpg of rank 0 and that the regression algorithm 
has been called to regress from the configuration of u. Since u is an stpg, the ta executes 
step 1 and then the regression algorithm terminates. Its execution time is mainly the time 
for the ta to move through the loop part oa of u in order to find u’ such that u = u‘e for 
a connection e. A detailed analysis shows that the execution time is at most f(l v2 I). 
Here f(x) is the polynomial x2 + 2x. Since we have 1 va 1 ,< n, the execution time is at 
most f(n). Hence, we have 
P(O) B fW (1) 
Suppose that k > 0, u is an rfpg of rank k, and that the regression algorithm has been 
called to regress from the configuration of u. Let t’ and t” be the times at which the 
execution of the regression algorithm starts and ends, respectively. We define a sequence 
of times t’ = t, < t, < .a* < t, = t” and classify the resulting time intervals [t, , t,], 
[t2 , tJ ,..., [t,-, , td] into five types: type 1, type 2, type 3, type 6, and type R. 
The execution starts at time t’ with step 1. Since u is not an stpg, the ta places a red mark 
at terminal(u) and goes to step 2. Since the ta does not move in step 1, we may assume that 
the execution of step 2 starts at t’. At this time t’ the following condition (C) is satisfied: 
(C) the ta is going to execute step 2 and is in the configuration of an extension of u, and 
there is one red fa terminal(u) and no black fa. Suppose that we have defined (t’ =) 
t r ,..., ti and that at ti condition C is satisfied. Then at ti one of case 1, case 2, case 3, and 
case 6 holds true. 
If case 1 or case 2 holds true at ti , let ta+l be the time at which the ta completes the 
action specified in case 1 or case 2. We classify the time interval [tr , ti+l] as type 1 or 
type 2 according to whether case is case 1 or case 2. Note that at ti+l condition C is again 
satisfied. The generation of ti+2 , ti+2 ,... continues. 
Suppose that case 3 holds true at t, . Let t* be the time at which the ta completes the 
action specified in case 3. We can show that there exist times t* = t(,) < t(,) < *** < t(,) < 
4,+1) , Paths VI ,-, 0, , v,+, , and a connection e such that (1) vj+r is a proper head of 
vj (1 <j ,< m), (2) at tcj) the ta is going to execute step 2 (1 <j < m + 1), (3) at to) the 
ta is in the configuration of UV~ (1 < j ,( m) and at t(,+,) it is in the configuration of 
~%+1 2 e (4) at t6) there is one red fa terminal(u) (1 < j < m + l), (5) at tcj) there is one 
black fa terminal(v$) (1 f j < m), and at t(,+,) there is no black fa. We define 
ti+l , ti+z ,.-., ti+m , and ti+m+l by ti+l = t* = t(l) , ti+2 = t(2) ,-., ti+ = t(,) , and 
4+m+1 = bn,,) . We classify [ti , t(+r] as type 3 and all of [ti+l , ti+2],..., [ti+* , ti+m+l] 
as type R (the letter R is an abbreviation of “recursive call”). Note that at ti+m+l 
condition C is again satisfied. The generation of ti+m+2 , ,+,,,+a ,... continues. Intuitively t. 
the action of the ta during each time interval [tcj) , t(j,,)] is a recursive call of the 
regression algorithm to regress from the configuration of UT+ (1 < j < m). Its purpose 
is to find the restart fa (= origin(e)) and the restart path (= uv,+,e). 
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Finally suppose that case 6 holds true at ti . Let t,+i be the time at which the ta completes 
the action specified in case 6. We classify [ti , ti+J as type 6. The generation of the 
sequence of times t, , t, ,... terminates with ti+r (=t”). 
In Figure 9 we show the types of the time intervals taking the network of Figure 1 as 
an example (here Us = E, is taken as u). For each interval [ti , ti+i] we draw an arrow 
connecting the circles corresponding to the configurations in which the ta is at ti and at 
li :-, . 1, 2, 3, 6, and R beside the arrows denote their types. 
---a tyF;e 1 
t---- type 2,3,6 
M type R 
FIG. 9. Types of time intervals. 
Let 4 , h2 , h, , and h, be the numbers of intervals of type 1, type 2, type 3, and type 6, 
respectively, and for j 3 0 let h,,j be the number of intervals [ti , ti+l] of type R such 
that at ti the ta is in the configuration of an rfpg of rank j. Then we have the following 
formulas: 
h, .< i aj, 
j=l 
(2) 
h, -f h, + h, 6 ak, (3) 
h KO - 
- 0, (4) 
hR,i < Ukei, for 1 <, j < k - 1, (5) hR,j = O, for k < j. (61 
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If an interval [ti, ti+i] is of type 1, we have ti+r - ti = 1. If it is of type 2, type 3, or 
type 6, we can show t,+i - t, <f(n). Suppose that [ti , ti+l] is of type R and at ti the ta 
is in the configuration of an rfpg of rank j. Since the action of the ta during [ti , ti+J is 
essentially a recursive call of the regression algorithm to regress from the configuration of 
an rfpg of rank j, we may conclude that ti+l - ti < p(j). Strictly speaking there is one 
difference between the outermost call (the call whose execution time is being analyzed) 
and the recursive calls of the regression algorithm. While in the outermost call case 6 
terminates the call, in a recursive call it is case 4 or case 5 that terminates the call. How- 
ever, all of the execution times of the actions specified in case 4-6 have a same upper 
bound, f(n). Hence, the following estimation of p(K) remains valid. 
Now we have the following upper bound for t” - t’. 
t” - t’ < A, + (4 + A, + h&f(n) + i b,jp(j) 
j=O 
k-l 
= Al + @2 + ha + &km4 + c kiP(j) 
j=l 
< i uj + ukj(n) + ‘i l uk-jp(j). 
j=l j=l 
Since p(K) is the maximum value of t” - t’, we have 




for k 3 1. From this formula we obtain 
p(k) < .(2”-la”-1 - 1)/(2u - 1) + 2k-‘uk( 1 + f(n)) 
for K 3 1 by the mathematical induction on K. From (1) and (9) we have 
(9) 
for K 3 0. 
For j 2 1 let q(j) be the maximum execution time of the regression algorithm called 
to regress from the configuration of an rfpg u of lengthj. Then from (10) and rank(u) ,< 
n-/u/ =n-jwehave 
q(j) < 2”-&P-if(n) (11) 
forj > 1. 
Finally forj 2 0 let t(j) denote the maximum execution time that is necessary for the 
ta to go from the configuration of an rfpg of length j to the configuration of A (that is, 
return to the “general”) by repeatedly calling the regression algorithm. Then we have 
for j > 0. 
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Now we are ready for the analysis of the execution time of the second computation. The 
behavior of the ta during the second computation is (i) to move through the tree of 
selected rfpg’s (the tree in bold line in Fig. 5) by backtracking, and (ii) (for each selected 
rfpg u such that no proper extension of u is a selected rfpg) to compare the length of u 
with the length of another rfpg u’ represented by a register, and if u is longer, to change 
the value of the register so that it now represents u. The time for (i) is at most 
glu + a(j))ai < (a + a2 + *.. + an> + q(4(2” - 1) 
= 2wf(n) - (u”(n2 + 2n) - (u + u2 -t- .-- + an)> 
< 2”dy(n). 
The time for (ii), for one u and the corresponding u’, is at most ~(1 u 1) (return to the 
“general’) + CzlCj + y(j) + j + y(j)> ( move two marks along u and u’) + (1 U’ / -+ 
~(1 u’ 1) + ] u 1) (change the value of the register, if necessary, and return to terminal(u) 
again). Here m is min{j u I, j u’ I}. Since all of / u I, / u’ 1, and m are at most n, the above- 
mentioned value is at most 
y(n) + i (2j + 20) + (2n i y(n)> 
j=l 
f 2Wf(n) + n(n + I) + 2~‘%z”?2f(?2) + 2n + 2wj(n) 
= 2%“(2nf(n) + 2f(n)) + (n2 + 34 
< 2n42$(4 + 2f(4 + 3). 
The number of selected rfpg’s u such that no proper extension of u is a selected rfpg is at 
most an. Hence the time for (ii) is at most u~2%~(2nf(n) + 2f(n) + 3) = 2+@“(2nf(n) + 
2f(n) + 3). Hence the execution time of the second computation is at most 2%nf(n) -+ 
2%s~(2nf(n) + 2f(n) + 3) < 2%an(2nf(n) + 3f(n) + 3). 
The behavior of the ta during the third computation is (iii) to go to the fa qr = 
terminal(w,) (wr is the longest selected rfpg found in the second computation), and (iv) to 
move through the tree of all the repetition-free paths from qr by backtracking until the 
ta finds a repetition-free path w2 from qr to the “general.” Hence its execution time is at 
most 
I %I f f (1 + a(W 
i=l 
< n + (a + u2 + ..+ + ~2") + f Pju~-jf(n>uj 
j=l 
= n + (a + a2 + *.. + a”) + (2” - 1) u”f(n) 
= 2”U”f(n) - {(n” + 2n)u” - n - (a + a2 + ... + &a)} 
=g 29Pf(n). 
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The fourth computation is the simulation of A,, for the graph G, (Nishitani’s graph). 
The length of the loop wIw, is at most 2n. The firing time of A,, for a loop of length m 
is 2m - 1 (see [IO], [4], or [5]). H ence the execution time of the fourth computation is at 
most2.2n-- 1 =4n-- 1. 
Hence the firing time of our solution is at most 
2na2n(2nf(n) + 3f(n) + 3) + 29Pj(n) + (4n - 1) 
< 2”a2n(2$(n) + 4f(n) + 5) 
= (2n3 + 8n2 + 8n + 5) 29~2”. 
For all sufficiently large n we have (2n3 + 8n2 + 8n + 5) 2Vn < (2~2 + 1)“. Hence, 
the firing time of our solution is at most (2~9 + 1)” for all sufficiently large n. 
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